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Summary

The unconventional gas resources from tight and shale gas reser-
voirs have received great attention in the past decade and have
become the focus of the petroleum industry. Shale gas reservoirs
have specific characteristics, such as tight reservoir rock with
nanodarcy permeability. Multistage hydraulic fracturing is
required for such low-permeability reservoirs to create very com-
plex fracture networks and therefore to connect effectively a huge
reservoir volume to the wellbore. During hydraulic fracturing, an
enormous amount of water is injected into the formation, where
only 25–60% is reproduced during flowback and a long production
period. A major concern with hydraulic fracturing is the water-
blocking effect in tight formations caused by the high capillary
pressure and the presence of water-sensitive clays. High water sat-
uration in the invaded zone near the fracture face may reduce gas
relative permeability greatly and may impede gas production.

In this paper, we consider the numerical techniques to simulate
during hydraulic fracturing the water invasion or formation
damage and its impact on the gas production in shale gas reser-
voirs. Two-phase-flow simulations are considered in a large
stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) containing extremely low-per-
meability tight matrix and multiscale fracture networks including
primary hydraulic fractures, induced secondary fractures, and nat-
ural fractures.

To simulate the water-blocking phenomenon, it is usually
required to explicitly discretize the fracture network and use very
fine meshes around the fractures. On the one hand, the commonly
used single-porosity model is not suitable for this kind of prob-
lem, because a large number of gridblocks is required to simulate
the fracture network and fracture–matrix interaction. On the other
hand, a dual-porosity (DP) model may also be not applicable,
because of the long transient duration with large block sizes of
ultralow-permeability matrix. In this paper, we study the applic-
ability of the MINC (multiple interacting continuum) method, and
use a hybrid approach between matrix and fractures to correctly
simulate the fracturing-fluid invasion and its backflow during
hydraulic fracturing. This approach allows us to quantify the frac-
turing water invasion and its formation-damage effect in the
whole SRV.

Introduction

Most shale gas reservoirs are naturally fractured because they
have low matrix permeability. In addition, the matrix contains the
most gas volume, where global flow in the reservoir occurs
through the network of primary hydraulic fractures, induced frac-
tures, and stimulated natural fractures. Note that fractures play an
important role in gas production from shale formations. Horizon-
tal drilling and multistage hydraulic fractures are required and
widely used to create a complex fracture network in a shale gas
reservoir. An enormous amount of water is injected into the for-
mation during the hydraulic-fracturing operation to create a
large SRV, where only a fraction of pumped water (25–60%) can

be reproduced during a long production period and the large
remaining quantities of fracturing fluids are still blocked in
the formation.

A major concern with hydraulic fracturing is the water-block-
ing effect in tight formation caused by high capillary pressure and
the presence of water-sensitive clays. In addition, several mecha-
nisms such as imbibition, relative permeability, gravity segrega-
tion, and stress-sensitive fracture conductivities will control the
behavior of blocked water. High water saturation in the invaded
zone near the fracture face will greatly reduce gas permeability
and impede gas production.

Fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage has been studied in
the literature for a long time (e.g., Holditch 1979; Friedel 2004;
Gdanski et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2009; Ding et al. 2013). Recently,
the fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage is particularly dis-
cussed for extremely low-permeability shale gas reservoirs. Li
et al. (2012) used an analytical model to study fracture-face matrix
damage in shale gas reservoirs. Cheng (2012) investigated the for-
mation-damage effect with a numerical model. Agrawal and
Sharma (2013) used a 3D numerical simulator to study the gravity
effect. Bertoncello et al. (2014) compared experimental data and
studied fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage by modeling
the flow into a single hydraulic fracture in a shale gas reservoir.
However, few studies discuss the efficient simulation methods and
the impact of formation damage at the large SRV. In fact, the sim-
ulation of fracturing-induced formation damage in a scale of SRV
generally requires a great number of gridblocks and consequently,
a very large central processing unit (CPU) time, which makes the
simulation prohibitive. In this paper, we focus our study on the hy-
draulic damage by simulating the full process of fracturing-fluid
invasion followed by a cleanup of the loaded fluid in a complex
fracture network within the entire SRV.

The necessity of full-field information for the hydraulically
fractured well simulation has been discussed in the literature (e.g.,
Ehrl and Schueler 2000; Sadrpanah et al. 2006; Lolon et al. 2007;
Fazelipour 2011; Delorme et al. 2013). In shale gas formations, it
is important to take into account the presence of complex fracture
networks, including stimulated and nonstimulated natural frac-
tures, and their contribution to the gas production.

One of the critical issues in numerical modeling of shale gas
reservoirs is how to handle fluid flows in the presence of a com-
plex fracture network and the interaction between tight matrix for-
mation and fractures (Fig. 1). Using a single-porosity model by
explicitly discretizing fractures is a solution, but this approach
needs a great number of cells and hence, a large CPU time.
Cipolla et al. (2009) and Rubin (2010) propose to use an LS-LR-
DK (logarithmically spaced, locally refined, and dual permeabil-
ity) grid to reduce the number of cells with a single-porosity
model. That technique uses large fracture cells (e.g., 2 ft in width)
to mimic low-aperture fractures (e.g., 0.001 ft in aperture).
Although equivalent large gridblocks can approximate gas pro-
duction for single-phase flow, it is not adapted to simulate fractur-
ing-fluid invasion with a two-phase-flow model, where water may
invade into the matrix formation only several centimeters from
the fracture face.

The DP model, where a shape factor is required to simulate the
matrix–fracture interaction, is not suitable for shale gas simula-
tions in general, because of the long transient flow period caused
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by large gridblock size with extremely low matrix permeability.
To improve the simulation for matrix–fracture interaction, espe-
cially for multiphase-flow problems, the MINC approach (Pruess
and Narasimhan 1983) seems to be a good alternative solution.
The MINC method was used in many applications—for example,
in the chemical enhanced-oil-recovery (EOR) processes (Farhadi-
nia and Delshad 2010)—with satisfactory. Wu et al. (2013) also
suggest to use the MINC approach for shale gas simulations.
Here, we present a hybrid approach, on the basis of the MINC
method, to simulate fracturing-fluid invasion and its backflow in
shale gas reservoirs.

In this work, we only consider the hydraulic modeling of frac-
turing-fluid invasion without considering the geomechanical
aspects of fracture generation. We assume that the fractures were
already created, and that the width or aperture and the fracture per-
meability (or conductivity) are known. The fracture propagation is
not explicitly considered. The leakoff during the fracturing is rep-
resented by injecting an appropriate volume of fluid into the for-
mations. The hydraulic fractures and the reactivated natural
fractures are considered fracture media for fluid transport, whereas
the unstimulated natural fractures are homogenized in the matrix
media. Interaction between matrix and fractures is modeled by use
of very-fine nested submatrix blocks to ensure accurate calculation
of water invasion and water-blocking effect caused by high capil-
lary forces. This approach allows us to obtain almost the same
results as an explicit discretized fracture model with a gain of an
order of magnitude of 2 to 4 in CPU time. Therefore, the study of
fracturing-induced formation damage and its impact on gas pro-
duction can be achieved for the complex fracture network in an
SRV in a shale gas reservoir with a reasonable CPU time.

Mathematical Model

Studying fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage requires sim-
ulating a multiphase-flow system. Here, we consider a two-phase
flow in porous and fractured media, composed of nonmiscible gas
and water phases. For simplicity, the gas and water components
are assumed to be present only in their associated phases, and
adsorbed gas is within the solid phase of rock. Each fluid phase
flows in response to pressure and gravitational and capillary
forces. Two mass-balance equations are needed to fully describe
the system.

For a single-porosity two-phase-flow model, Eq. 1 alone is
used for flow simulation in the whole reservoir, with different pet-
rophysical properties for matrix and fracture media:

@

@t
ð/Sbqb þ mgÞ þ divðqb~tbÞ � qb ¼ 0; ð1Þ

where subscript b represents phase with b¼ g for gas and b¼w
for water; / is the porosity; Sb is the saturation of fluid b; qb is

the density of fluid b;~tb is the volumetric velocity vector of fluid
b, determined by Darcy’s law or non-Darcy flow models; t is
time; mg is the adsorption or desorption mass term for gas compo-
nent per unit volume of formation; and qb is the sink/source term
of phase (component) b.

Furthermore, in a DP model, the mass conservation is applied
to each phase b in both matrix and fracture media by the follow-
ing equations:
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where superscript m represents matrix media and f represents
fracture media; and Qm

b is the exchange term between the matrix
and the fracture.

The phase velocity is expressed in both media with the Darcy
equation:

~tb ¼ �K
krbðSbÞ

lb
grad
����*
ðUbÞ

with Ub ¼ Pb þ qbgZb ¼ Pb þ qbgZ

; ð4Þ

where Ub is the potential of phase b; Z is depth; g is the algebraic
value of gravitational acceleration; K is the absolute permeability
of the medium; Pb is the pressure of phase b, lb is the viscosity of
phase b; and krb is the relative permeability to phase b.

For a DP model, the flow-exchange term between the matrix
and the fracture is calculated by

Qmf
b ¼ kmf

b rðUm
b � Uf

bÞ; ð5Þ

where, kmf
b is the mobility term to phase b; Um

b and U f
b are the

potentials in the matrix and fracture media respectively; and r is
the shape factor, characterized by the matrix block geometry and
matrix permeability under pseudosteady-state flow.

In addition, the term mg in Eqs. 1 and 2 is given by

mg ¼ qrqgVE; ð6Þ

where mg is the adsorbed gas mass per unit formation volume; qr

is rock bulk density; qg is the gas density at standard condition;
and VE is the adsorption isotherm function or gas content in scf/
ton (or standard gas volume adsorbed per unit rock mass). The
system of equations (Eqs. 2 and 3) is discretized in space with a
control-volume method, in which time discretization is carried out
with a backward, first-order, fully implicit finite-difference
scheme (see Appendix A).

MINC Method Concept

MINC was developed by Pruess and Karasaki (1982) and Pruess
and Narasimhan (1983). Also, MINC is applicable to media where
the fractures are well-connected (fracture network) so that a con-
tinuum treatment of flow in the fracture can be made. The MINC
method is a generalization of the DP concept, originally devel-
oped by Barenblatt et al. (1960) and Warren and Root (1963); a
schematic of the fluid-flow method in the DP model is given in
Fig. 2.

Fluids in a fractured-porous medium will flow through the
fractures to the well whereas matrix blocks can exchange fluid
with the fractures. The main difference between the MINC
method and a DP model is in handling matrix–fracture exchange
known also by “interporosity flow.” The DP method simulates
matrix–fracture exchange on the basis of a pseudosteady-state
flow, whereas the MINC method treats the problem entirely by
numerical methods in a fully transient way. In other words, the
interaction between matrix and fractures is treated by a fully tran-
sient representation.

The concept of the MINC method consists of partitioning ma-
trix blocks into a sequence of nested volume elements, as

. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Simple Fracture Complex Fracture

Complex Fracture
With Fissure Opening

Complex-Fracture
Network

Fig. 1—Schematic of the level of hydraulic-fracture complex-
ities (after Warpinski et al. 2008).
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schematically shown in Fig. 3 (left), where an MINC5 is pre-
sented, Continuum #1 represents the fracture, Continua #2, #3,
#4, #5, and #6 represent the matrix media. Note that Fig. 3 (right)
is a representation of MINC4, where 4 refers to the number of
subdivisions in matrix media.

The MINC method presents a solution concerning the matrix–
fracture flow exchange, which seems suitable and more accurate
than a standard DP model. In addition, in case of multiphase (gas
and water) flow simulations, very-fine subdivisions near the frac-
ture are required to be a better simulation of the process of fluid
invasion and fluid backflow after a hydraulic operation, which can
be modeled accurately with the MINC method.

Furthermore, the application of the MINC method in partition-
ing matrix media into nested cells on the basis of the distance
from the fracture is not limited to a regular fractured network, but
can also be applied to an irregular network.

Hybrid Approach Based on the MINC Concept

In general, unconventional gas reservoirs are naturally fractured,
which increases difficulty and complexity of reservoir simula-
tions. The most commonly used numerical methods for flow sim-
ulations in this kind of reservoir are based on single-porosity or
DP models. Unstimulated natural fractures are homogenized and
considered as a part of media. Simulations with explicitly discre-
tized fractures with very-fine gridblocks as fracture width with a
single-porosity approach can give us a very-accurate flow model-
ing into and from fractures, especially for two-phase flow prob-
lems. Advanced numerical methods are also studied in the
literature to improve discrete fracture modeling for multiphase/
multicomponent flows (e.g., Geiger et al. 2009; Schmid et al.
2013; Zidane and Firoozabadi 2014). However, an explicitly dis-
crete fracture model (DFM) involves a large number of cells

which are not suitable for reservoir-scale simulations because of
the computational intensity. Moreover, the commonly used DP
approaches that are based on pseudosteady-state flow regime are
often inadequate for solving long-lasting transient fluid flow from
such reservoirs where the main problem is that we are dealing
with tight reservoir rock with nanodarcy permeability.

In this paper, we will present a hybrid modeling approach that
is based on the concept of the MINC method. The MINC
approach was investigated by Ding et al. (2014) for the single-
phase flow simulation in shale gas reservoirs. The purpose of this
paper is to improve the two-phase-flow simulation model by
means of the matrix–fracture interaction in extremely low-perme-
ability fractured reservoirs with the MINC method. This approach
exists in a hybrid discretization logarithmically spaced near frac-
tures. Furthermore, our study focuses on the impact of hydraulic
damage caused by fracturing-fluid invasion into the tight forma-
tion by simulating the entire process of the fracturing operation in
a complex fracture network from shale gas reservoirs.

We will also present the benefits of using the hybrid approach
based on the concept of the MINC method. First, this approach
reduces the number of grid cells, which obviously could result in
decrease in computational time. In fact, a flow simulation with
this approach takes seconds or minutes rather than hours or days
compared with an explicit discretized model on the same hard-
ware. Second, this approach is accurate. We will show some com-
parisons with the reference solutions (extremely refined grid with
explicit fracture discretizations) for different fracture spacing. In
addition, various physical processes could be tested with this
hybrid model (for example, adsorption/desorption, geomechanics,
Klinkenberg aspect).

The purpose of this hybrid method is to improve matrix–
fracture flow simulation. On the basis of the MINC approach, ma-
trix media are subdivided into several nested volumes, which look

Actual Reservoir

Fracture

Matrix

Model Reservoir Fracture flow
Matrix-Fracture flow

M

F F F F F

M M M

M

F F F F F

M M M

M

F F F F F

M M M

M

F F F F F

M M M

Fig. 2—Flow connections in the DP method (after Warren and Root 1963; Karsten Pruess 1992).
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2345

6

Fig. 3—Schematic of MINC concept: (left) for a regular fractures network (after Pruess and Narasimham 1983), (right) for an arbi-
trary fractures distribution (after Pruess and Karasaki 1982; Pruess 1992).
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more suitable than a DP/permeability model and can handle the
physics of such flow. Note that the MINC concept could be a solu-
tion of the interporosity flow, where this approach can treat this
problem entirely by a fully transient representation of matrix–
fracture flow. We assume that the stimulated fracture network can
be represented by regular fracture geometry with a uniform spac-
ing in the SRV. So, we use a standard MINC method inside SRV,
and single-porosity approach in the nonstimulated zone. In the
transient zone between SRV and nonstimulated volume, we use a
generalized MINC approach with nested fine cells around the
fracture, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Moreover, to correctly simulate fracturing-fluid invasion and
its backflow, very fine cells should be used near the fractures for
fracture–matrix interaction simulations because fluid invasion is
generally not deep into the tight formation. Fluid transport should
be considered in the multiscale fracture network. This hybrid
approach that is based on the concept of the MINC method for a
multiphase flow will be tested on a synthetic reservoir example, to
show if it is able to handle the physics of such flow by comparing
it to an explicit discretized and a standard DP model.

Numerical Examples

To study the impact of fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage
in shale gas reservoirs, simulations for a single-phase (gas only)
flow were first performed to test the effectiveness of our approach
that is based on the concept of the MINC method. After this
approach is tested, a two-phase (gas and water) flow simulation
will be performed to quantify the impact of formation damage on
gas production from shale gas reservoirs.

Table 1 summarizes the reservoir properties. A horizontal
well (red line in Fig. 6) in the x-direction is placed in the middle
of the reservoir, where hydraulic fractures are perpendicular to
the well along the y-direction. Note that, two areas exist in the res-
ervoir model, the first one known as SRV and the other as non-
SRV. The SRV has a volume of 1,400� 1,000� 300 ft3 and is
centered in the model.

On the one hand, a base-case model named “explicit discretized
model” (or single-porosity model), meshed with a local grid refine-
ment around the stimulated fractures, logarithmically spaced, is
considered a reference solution. Our reservoir model presents

Fig. 4—The 2D fracture model, discretized model (left), and its
MINC optimization with nested subgrids (right).

Fig. 5—The 1D fracture model in y-direction and its optimiza-
tion with the MINC method.

Property/Parameter Value

Matrix Permeability 0.0001 md 

Hydraulic-Fracture Permeability (during hydraulic fracturing) 200 darcies 

Hydraulic-Fracture Permeability (during production) 2 darcies 

Induced-Fracture Permeability (during hydraulic fracturing) 40 darcies 

Induced-Fracture Permeability (during production) 0.5 darcies 

Matrix Porosity 5%

Fracture Porosity 50%

Fracture Thickness 0.01 ft 

Induced-Fracture Thickness 0.001 ft

Reservoir Net Thickness 300 ft 

Top of the Reservoir 5,800 ft 

Initial Reservoir Pressure 3,800 psi 

Bottomhole Well Pressure 1,000 psi 

Table 1—Reservoir properties.

Fig. 6—Explicit discretized fracture model with a horizontal
well for Case 1.
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different scale fractures in the x- and y-direction dedicated to hy-
draulic and induced fractures, where grids dedicated to the hydrau-
lic fractures in the y-direction have a width of 0.01 ft, a
permeability of 2,000 md (during production), whereas the stimu-
lated natural fractures are presented in the x- and y-direction with a
thickness of 0.001 ft and a permeability of 500 md (during produc-
tion). On the other hand, the DP model consists of two intercon-
nected media, named matrix and fracture. For the DP model, the
gridblock size is 200 ft in the x- and y-direction. Comparisons are
made between the reference solution and DP/hybrid approach.
Care was taken to be consistent in the calculation of the effective
fracture permeability and porosity for the DP model, where the
shape factor r for calculating matrix–fracture exchange is given by

r ¼ 10

a2
þ 10

b2
; ð7Þ

where a and b are the matrix block dimensions (in the x- and
y-direction).

First, single-phase flow is treated. Later, the two-phase (gas and
water) flow problem is considered to simulate fracturing-induced
formation damage. We assume that the hydraulic fractures have al-
ready been created, and we do not consider the geomechanics
effects in our simulations. Three cases are considered for different
fracture spacing. Table 2 summarizes these three cases.

In all cases, 7 hydraulic fractures perpendicular to the well
direction are created. Inside the SRV zone, for Case 1, the
induced/stimulated fractures can be approximated by a fracture
network with a spacing of 100 feet in the x- and y-direction. This
network is schematically represented in Fig. 6 by 15 fractures (7
hydraulic and 8 induced fractures) in the y-direction and 11
induced fractures in the x-direction. For Case 2, 7 hydraulic frac-
tures in addition to 22 induced fractures in y-direction with a spac-
ing of 50 feet and 21 reactivated fractures in the x-direction are
created. Finally, for Case 3, 57 fractures (7 hydraulic and 50
induced fractures) in the y-direction and 41 induced-fractures in
the x-direction with a spacing of 25 ft are incorporated. Outside
the SRV, no stimulated fractures are considered. The total stimu-
lated area is 1,000 ft in y-direction and 1,400 ft in the x-direction.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 represent the grid system used for the explicit
discretized fracture model for Case 1 (fracture spacing of 100
feet) and the standard DP model. Fig. 8 is a schematic of
the hybrid approach that is based on the MINC method for the
same reservoir.

Simulation Results

In this session, single-/two-phase flow-simulation results are pre-
sented. In the single-phase flow simulation, formation damage
related to the fracturing-fluid invasion is not considered to test the
efficiency of our hybrid approach. We assume that gas is the only
mobile phase in the reservoir and will be directly produced from the
complex fracture network. Then, simulations are performed with a
two-phase (gas and water) flow model to study the impact of the
fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage in shale gas reservoirs.

Single-Phase Flow-Simulations. First, this study concerns only
Case 1 to show the efficiency of the hybrid method by plotting dif-
ferent refinement. For example, Fig. 9 shows the convergence of
the cumulative gas production for different hybrid-approach model
(MINC2, MINC4, MINC6, and MINC14) compared with the
explicit discretized model, which is considered a reference solu-
tion. Fig. 9 (left) describes the cumulative gas production for 5,000
days, where Fig. 9 (right) presents the cumulative curves for 1,000
days of production. On the one hand, increasing the order of refine-
ment for the hybrid approach improves the gas production and
makes the result more accurate. However, with a MINC6 or
MINC14 model gave us nearly the same results which are very
accurate compared with the reference solution. On the other hand,
it is clear that, beyond a MINC6, there is no more need to refine,
and a MINC6 model is sufficient for a single-phase-flow case.

Fig. 10 presents the L2 norm error function of number of
refinement with a semilog concerning the norm error Y-axis for a
single-phase flow-simulation. The L2 norm error is defined as:

L2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

i¼1

e2
i

vuut ð8Þ

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Case Fracture Spacing Number of HF 

Number of NFx
(stimulated

fractures parallel 
to the well 
direction)

Number of NFy
(stimulated
fractures

perpendicular to 
the well direction) 

Case 1 100 ft 7 11 8

Case 2 50 ft 7 21 22

Case 3 25 ft 7 41 50

Table 2—Representation of HF (hydraulic fractures), NFx and NFy (stimulated fractures in x- and

y-direction), for the three considered cases.

1,400 feet

1,
00

0 
fe

et

SRVFractures

Well

Fig. 7—DP model for Case 1 (fracture spacing of 100 ft).
Fig. 8—Hybrid-approach model that is based on the MINC
method for Case 1.
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where N refers to the number of points in the calculation, e repre-
sents the difference between the hybrid approach and the refer-
ence solution, and i corresponds to the time index. In our case,
N¼ 100.

This study has been performed on the cumulative gas produc-
tion for Case 1. On the basis of the results from the norm error as
a function of the number of refinement, we consider that using
MINC6 is sufficiently accurate for single-phase flow simulations.

Three simulation models (explicit discretized model, DP, and
hybrid approach) are compared for Case 1 and Case 2. For the
hybrid approach, MINC6 model (1 continuum for the fracture and
6 continuums for the matrix medium) is used in the SRV. Fig. 11
presents the cumulative gas production for Case 1 (fracture spac-
ing of 100 ft) after 5,000 days of production performed with these
three simulation models. Obviously, the hybrid approach that is
based on the concept of the MINC method provides a much better
result than the DP model and can match accurately the explicit
discretized fracture model (reference solution). Fig. 12 shows the
results of cumulative gas production for Case 2 (fracture spacing
of 50 ft). We get the same conclusions as for Case 1. The hybrid
approach works very well independently from fracture spacing
(100 and 50 ft). These simulations show that the hybrid approach
can predict gas production from unconventional fractured gas res-
ervoirs. This hybrid technique with many fewer gridblocks can
simulate single-phase flow problems with a good accuracy.
Because the hybrid approach is quite accurate, to investigate the
impact of fracture spacing on gas production from shale gas reser-
voirs, Case 3 (fracture spacing of 25 ft) was simulated with the
hybrid model only. Note that, simulation of Case 3 with an
explicit discretized fracture model was avoided with the hybrid
approach, where an explicit discretized fracture simulation could
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Fig. 9—Comparison of different order of refinement for the MINC method to the reference solution and the DP model for 5,000 days
(left) and 1,000 days (right) for Case 1.
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Fig. 11—Comparison of different simulation models for Case 1.
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take several hours rather than seconds because of the large num-
ber of grid cells. Fig. 13 shows the difference of cumulative gas
production from these three cases by use of a hybrid-approach
model for the single-phase-flow simulation. In fact, decreasing the
fracture spacing increases fracture numbers which results in
enhancing gas production. As we expected, the higher gas produc-
tion is observed in Fig. 13 for Case 3 than for Case 2 and Case 1.
Simulation with a hybrid approach with a MINC6 model for the
entire SRV seems to be sufficiently accurate and computationally
efficient for a single-phase flow simulation.

On the basis of these results for the single-phase flow problem,
we conclude that the standard DP model is not suitable for shale
gas simulations, and the hybrid model is a good approach. The
hybrid model with the MINC technique proves its accuracy for
the application on shale gas reservoir simulation. In addition, the
MINC method significantly improves the capability to predict
matrix–fracture flow, where discretizing the matrix blocks into a
sequence of volume elements can handle much better the transient
flow from matrix into fracture during a long transient period
instead of pseudosteady-state flow with the standard DP model.

Two-Phase Flow-Simulations. To improve gas production from
shale gas reservoirs, hydraulic fracturing operations are required.
With hydraulic fracturing, a huge amount of water (thousands of
barrels) is injected to create multistage hydraulic fractures for the
purpose of obtaining an economic production from unconven-
tional gas reservoirs. We should mention that only a fraction of
the injected water (25–60%) is reproduced during a long-period

backflow and production, while a significant percentage of water
remains in the reservoir, trapped in rock matrix near the fracture
face caused by capillary effects.

With the two-phase-flow model, water is first injected during
hydraulic fracturing. Because of injection pressure and capillary
forces, water will invade into the matrix formation. In this exam-
ple, a volume of 25,000 bbl of water is pumped into the horizontal
fractured well (seven fracture stages) in 5 hours. During hydraulic
fracturing, fracture conductivity is usually very high because if
high-fracturing pressure. So, during the fracturing phase, the per-
meability is assumed to be 200 darcies in the hydraulic fractures
and 40 darcies in the stimulated natural fractures. During the pro-
duction phase, the permeability is decreased to 2 darcies in the hy-
draulic fractures and 500 md in the stimulated natural fractures.

Both gas/water relative permeabilities in matrix and fracture
media, together with the capillary pressure, are needed to be
incorporated in the reservoir model for the two-phase-flow simu-
lation. Figs. 14 and 15 show, respectively, matrix/fracture relative
permeabilities and the capillary pressures vs. water saturation.
Furthermore, we consider that the initial water saturation in this
shale gas reservoir equals the irreducible water saturation, set
at 0.35.

In dealing with two-phase-flow simulation, the MINC6 model
was found to be insufficient to handle fluid invasion and its back-
flow, because we need several very small gridblocks around the
fractures to correctly simulate water invasion in the matrix forma-
tion. To improve our model results for the two-phase-flow simula-
tion, we decided to increase the number of nested volumes related
to the matrix media, with a MINC13 model (1 continuum for the
fracture and 13 continuums for the matrix medium) instead of a
MINC6 model (single-phase case).

In fact, to select a reasonable MINC for two-phase flow simula-
tions, we performed several MINC tests for Case 1, where 100 ft
of fracture spacing is considered. The convergence of the two-
phase-flow simulation with different MINC refinement (MINC 4,
8, 10, 13, and 14) is presented in Fig. 16. It is obvious that, by add-
ing supplement continuum from 4 through 8 to 10 through 13, the
results of cumulative gas production are more accurate. It should
be mentioned that beyond MINC13 there is no need to refine more.
Clearly, MINC14 provides nearly the same result of MINC13.

This claim could be explained on the basis of the results of the
L2 norm. Fig. 17 presents the L2 norm error function of different
number of refinement for the cumulative gas production (left) and
for the cumulative water production (right) concerning a two-
phase flow for Case 1, respectively. Clearly, the L2 norm error is
decreasing by increasing the number of matrix subdivision, and a
MINC13 model is sufficiently accurate for this simulation case.

Case 1—Fracture Spacing of 100 ft. Considering Case 1,
simulation results from fracture spacing of 100 ft are presented in
Fig. 18. The results from the DP model and hybrid approach are
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Fig. 13—Comparison of the hybrid-approach results for differ-
ent fracture spacings (Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3).
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compared with the explicitly discretized fracture simulation (ref-
erence solution). Figs. 18a, 18b, 18c, and 18d represent, respec-
tively, the results of daily water rate, daily gas rate, cumulative
water production, and cumulative gas production for this two-
phase flow simulation for the same reservoir model, as defined
previously (see Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8).

Fig. 18b shows the daily gas rate during the first 1,000 days.
The gas rate is affected by the presence of fracturing fluid during
the cleanup period. Although the hybrid method is not very accu-
rate in the very early time, it is much better than the DP model.
This approach gives reasonable and satisfactory results to predict
well productions. Fig. 18c presents the simulated water-produc-
tion curves in the first 100 days. The explicit discretized model
and the hybrid MINC approach (dotted green curve) produce
approximately 8,000 bbl of water in 100 days, whereas the DP
model produces close to 9,000 bbl. In fact, approximately 30% of
injected water is produced, and the rest of the water remains in
the tight formation and needs a very long time to be cleaned out.
The hybrid approach gives a similar water production as the
explicit discretized model, whereas the DP model overestimates
the production rate.
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Fig. 15—Capillary pressures vs. water saturation.
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If we are interested in long-term production, on the basis of
Fig. 18d, which presents the cumulative gas production for 5,000
days, the hybrid method is very accurate and the DP model still
not suitable.

Case 2—Fracture Spacing of 50 ft. The following simula-
tions are carried out for the fracture spacing of 50 ft. Results are
presented in Fig. 19. Figs. 19a, 19b, 19c, and 19d represent,
respectively, the results of daily water rate, daily gas rate, cumula-
tive water production, and cumulative gas production. The daily
water rate for the first 10 days is presented in Fig. 19a. The cumu-
lative water production during the first 100 days is shown in Fig.
19c. In this case, water production is reduced to 6,500 bbl by the
explicit discretized model and the hybrid approach. In fact, this is
because the total fracture length is longer in Case 2 than in Case 1
where smaller fracture spacing is treated and then obviously
larger fracture–matrix interface will be per unit volume of forma-
tion. So, little water invades the matrix formation per unit of frac-
ture surface. It is more difficult to remove a small quantity of
water, because of the water-blocking effect and the high capillary
pressure (2,000 psi). In other words, decreasing the fracture spac-
ing increases the number of fractures or the exchange surface with
the matrix medium. Therefore, the water invasion is extended to a
very larger area, and the water backflow is reduced. The produced
water from Case 2 corresponds to 25% of injected water. The
hybrid simulation in this case is more accurate than the previous
case (fracture spacing of 100 ft). This is because the water inva-

sion in this case is shallow in the matrix formation, and
MINC13’s mesh is sufficiently fine around the fracture to simulate
this water invasion. Moreover, the shorter transient period
because of small block sizes also helps to improve the MINC sim-
ulation accuracy. On the contrary, the DP model highly overesti-
mates the water production and is not accurate. Fig. 19b presents
the daily gas rate in early time, and Fig. 19d shows the accumula-
tion of gas production for 5,000 days. The hybrid method is very
accurate in both early and later times. The DP model is always
not accurate.

The simulations of these two cases (fracture spacing of 100
and 50 ft) allow us to confirm that the hybrid approach is accurate
and can be used as a reference solution for further simulations.
The hybrid approach can be used to simulate matrix-fracture
exchange even for a multiphase flow case independently from
fracture spacing (Case 1 and Case 2). It has to be mentioned that
our simulation results from daily water and daily gas production
have been compared with data from Marcellus shale gas wells at
early time (e.g., see Cheng 2012; Clarkson and Williams-Kovacs
2012). Hereafter, the simulation results from daily water and gas
rate are presented in log-log scale to compare them to data from
Marcellus Field (Cheng 2012). The water productions are com-
pared during the cleanup period in the very early time. Fig. 20

presents the daily water rate from Case 2 (left) for the first 20
days and from the Marcellus Field. At the beginning, we have a
water production approximately 2,000 B/D, and it is reduced to
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100 B/D at the end of 20 days. Our daily water production
presents a similar trend compared with that from the Marcellus
Field in the cleanup period. Fig. 21 presents the comparison con-
cerning the daily gas rate from Case 2 and Marcellus Field. The
gas production in Case 2 starts from 10,000 B/D and decreases to
approximately 500 B/D at 1,000 days. Although our simulation
shows quick decline because of small SRV, it presents similar
trends as the field data.

In the following, we will use the hybrid method as the refer-
ence solution to simulate the case of fracture spacing of 25 ft to
investigate the effect of formation damage.

Impact of Fracturing-Fluid-Induced Formation Damage.
Because of the high capillary force, water-based fracturing fluid
will invade through matrix media. Then, water is trapped in the
tight formation, and only a fraction of the injected water can be
produced. Unproduced or trapped water will lead to a blocking
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Fig. 19—Comparison of different simulation-model results for Case 2 for a two-phase-flow case. (a) Daily water rate vs. time. (b)
Daily gas rate vs. time. (c) Cumulative water production vs. time. (d) Cumulative gas production vs. time.
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effect in the matrix formation caused by high capillary pressures
and water-sensitive clays. The presence of water will unfortu-
nately reduce effective gas permeability, and may impact gas pro-
duction from shale gas reservoirs.

To illustrate the impact of water invasion, Fig. 22 shows some
illustrative figures for the fracture spacing of 50 ft (Case 2), where

the cells near the fractures are zoomed. In these figures, water sat-
urations inside and near fracture cells are illustrated at the end of
injection (after 5 hours) and at the 50th day of production. After 5
hours of water injection, fracturing fluid invades approximately
0.15 ft into the matrix formation. After 50 days of gas production,
water saturation is still approximately 0.65–0.75 in the tight for-
mation near the fracture faces. A lot of time is needed to clean out
the invaded water.

In this section, we will study the impact of fracturing-fluid-
induced formation damage by comparing the single-phase flow
simulation, where no formation damage is considered, and the
two-phase flow simulation, where the formation damage caused
by fracturing-fluid invasion is taken into account. Fig. 23 presents
these comparisons for fracture spacing of 100, 50, and 25 ft (Case
1, Case 2, and Case 3), respectively. We notice that gas produc-
tions from single-phase flow simulations (no formation damage)
are higher than those from two-phase flow simulations (fractur-
ing-induced formation damage), because of capillary trapping,
and others. This methodology can be used to evaluate quantita-
tively the effect of fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage.

The formation damage for Case 1 is more important than Case
2 at earlier time of production, while it can almost be neglected in
Case 3. In fact, we can notice that the formation damage becomes
less important when the number of fractures increases (decreasing
the fracture spacing). This result can be explained by the formation
damage through water-invasion depth. In fact, when fractures are
dense, the volume of water invasion into the matrix formation by
unit fracture surface becomes small. After the fluid invasion is
shallow, the impact of water invasion on gas production will be in-
significant. This claim can be explained by Fig. 24. In Fig. 24, the
water saturation near the fractures as a function of the distance
from the fractures is plotted for Case 1, 2, and 3. Clearly, the
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Fig. 21—The daily gas-rate production from our case (left) and from the Marcellus case (right, from Cheng 2012).
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formation for Case 1 is more damaged than Case 2 and Case 3, and
it explains the impact on the cumulative gas production in Fig. 23.

A summary of numerical-simulation results is presented in
Table 3, which includes the number of gridblocks, CPU times,
average water-invasion depth, and the smallest gridblock volume.
Table 3 compares the CPU times between the explicit discretized
fracture model and the hybrid approach for single- and two-
phase-flow simulations of each case. For the single-phase-flow
simulations, an explicitly discretized fracture model took 2 hours
and 8 hours, respectively, for Case 1 and Case 2, whereas for the
hybrid model with MINC6 which uses only 1,039 gridblocks, an
average of 8 seconds of CPU time was used in the simulation for
each case independently from the fracture spacing. It has to be
mentioned that Case 3 was not simulated with an explicit discre-
tized model because of the high number of grids cells (1.5 million
grids approximately). Furthermore, concerning the two-phase-
flow simulations, an enormous CPU time is required with the
explicit discretized fracture model (more than 5 hours and 24
hours, respectively for Case 1 and Case 2). The hybrid approach
is much more-efficient and faster than the explicitly discretized
model. The CPU time is reduced to 12 seconds for all the three
cases with a MINC13 model (1,529 meshes for a two-phase-flow
simulation independently from fracture spacing). This approach
decreases significantly the number of meshes and the CPU time
compared with an explicit discretized model. Also, the accuracy
of the MINC method does not depend on the fracture spacing.

It is clear that an explicit discretized model takes great amount
of computational effort. The large number of gridblocks required
in an explicitly discretized model increases the CPU time in solv-

ing the system at each timestep, and also the small volume of the
gridblocks constrains the timesteps (need to use very small time-
steps). Table 3 also presents the smallest grid volume for each
case for different simulation models. It is shown the smallest
block volume for the hybrid approach is 6 orders of magnitude
greater than that of the explicit-fracture discretization model
(0.0003 ft3 for the explicit discretized model and 120, 240, and
480 ft3, respectively, for Cases 1, 2, and 3). The explicitly discre-
tized model is greatly penalized in CPU time, especially for two-
phase flow problems.

Concerning the depth of fracturing-fluid invasion, it is 0.27 ft
for the large fracture spacing of 100 ft. This depth is reduced to
0.15 ft for the fracture spacing of 50 feet, and reduced to only 0.07
ft for the small fracture spacing of 25 ft. This observation confirms
the results from Fig. 23. For Case 1, water invasion is deeper, so
the effect of formation damage is greater. The impact of fractur-
ing-fluid induced formation damage may last several years.

Through this example, the accuracy of the hybrid approach
that is based on the MINC method is demonstrated for both sin-
gle-phase- and two-phase-flow problems. This approach can sim-
ulate the fracturing-fluid invasion into the tight matrix formation
near the fracture faces in an SRV, and evaluate the impact of the
formation damage caused by the fracturing-fluid invasion on the
well performances. The connection between SRV and non-SRV
zone is also considered for the simulation of fluid invasion during
hydraulic fracturing and the backflow production. This approach
is accurate compared to the very-fine meshed single-porosity sim-
ulation with explicit fracture discretization. Apart from the accu-
racy, the main advantage of this approach is the gain in CPU
time. A simulation can be achieved within one minute (12 seconds
in our case). So, this technique allows an operator to get a rapid
response on the issue of formation damage related to hydraulic
fracturing; it also to test sensitivity of various parameters on the
well performance.

Finally, the proposed hybrid approach can easily be applied to
a larger SRV case, because both the required number of grid-
blocks and the CPU time are small. We will consider, in future
studies, the simulation of a very large SRV with, for example, 30
multistage fractures with the hybrid approach. This kind of prob-
lem is almost impossible to be simulated with an explicitly discre-
tized fracture model. Also, future work will treat DFN. Note that
the application of the MINC method is not limited to a regular
network and also can be applied on an irregular one.

Discussion

To model a realistic reservoir fracture network, new type of model
called a DFM has received great attention. This kind of model dis-
cretizes complex fracture networks explicitly. Many techniques
with DFM models were tested and studied in the literature; most
applicable models are called USDFM, EDFM, and iDFM (see,
e.g., Lee et al. 2001; Karimi-Fard et al. 2006; Moinfar et al. 2011
and 2013; Norbeck et al. 2014).
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Single-Phase-Flow Simulations Two-Phase-Flow Simulations 

Simulation
Model Case No. of Grids CPU Time No. of Grids CPU Time 

Average
Invasion
Depth (ft) 

Smaller Grid  
Volume (ft3)

Case 1 147,063 2 hours 12 minutes 147,063 5 hours 40 
minutes 0.27

Case 2 396,579 8 hours 396,579 24 hours 0.15

Explicit 
Discretized

Fracture Model 
Case 3 Not Simulated Not Simulated 

0.0003

Case 1 0.27 120

Case 2 0.15 240Hybrid Approach 

Case 3 

1,039
(MINC6) 8.0 seconds 1,529

(MINC13) 12 seconds 

0.07 480

Table 3—Comparison of CPU time between the explicit model and the hybrid approach for each case.
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The ability of the hybrid approach with the MINC method was
tested for the simulation of two-phase flow with a regular fracture
network in this paper. Moreover, the MINC method is not limited
to a regular fractured network, and can be extended to an irregular
network (e.g., Pruess and Karasaki 1982). Future work will study
multiphase-flow-modeling techniques with a DFN to simulate a
realistic shale gas reservoir, where fracture-network complexity
increases. The MINC method will be considered for better model-
ing concerning the matrix–fracture flow exchange in an irregular
fracture network.

Conclusions

This paper discusses a hybrid approach that is based on the con-
cept of the MINC method for simulation of gas production from
unconventional shale gas reservoirs. This approach treats the
interporosity flow entirely in a fully transient way for matrix–-
fracture interaction. On the basis of the modeling results, the
hybrid method provides very accurate simulations, compared with
the finely meshed explicit discretized fracture model. An explicit
discretized model is not suitable for unconventional reservoir sim-
ulations because of the computational intensity, especially for
two-phase-flow problems. Using the hybrid approach that is based
on the concept of the MINC method results in significant savings
in the CPU time compared with an explicit discretized model.

The hybrid approach based on the MINC method can handle
formation-damage issues in low-permeability reservoirs effi-
ciently. The fracturing-fluid-induced formation damage, in partic-
ular, is studied. Simulation of fracturing-fluid invasion and its
backflow need very-fine gridblocks near the fracture face for a
better flow modeling into and from the fractures. This approach is
suitable for the study of formation damage, as long as small block
sizes are used near the fracture. The impact of formation damage
may be great, depending on the depth of fracturing-fluid invasion
into the matrix formation.

The hybrid approach is suitable for both single-phase- and
multiphase-flow simulations in shale gas reservoirs. Moreover, it
can be easily applied to a larger SRV case, which gives us the
possibility to perform sensitivity tests (fracture apertures, fracture
permeability, matrix permeability, and others) and to study
advanced physical processes (adsorption and desorption, geome-
chanics aspect, Klinkenberg effect, and others), together with the
formation-damage issue for field cases.

Nomenclature

a ¼ matrix-block dimension
b ¼ matrix-block dimension

krg ¼ gas relative permeability
krw ¼ water relative permeability
mg ¼ adsorption or desorption term per unit volume of

formation
P ¼ pressure
q ¼ source/sink term

Qmf
p ¼ matrix–fracture interaction for phase p
S ¼ fluid saturation
t ¼ time

VE ¼ volume of adsorbed gas at standard condition per unit
mass of solid

b ¼ index of fluid phase
U ¼ flow potential
vb ¼ volumetric velocity vector of fluid b
/ ¼ effective porosity of formation

kp;ij ¼ mobility of phase p between gridblcoks i and j
l ¼ viscosity
r ¼ shape factor
qr ¼ solid-rock density
qg ¼ gas density

Subscripts

f ¼ denote fracture
g ¼ gas

m ¼ denotes matrix
w ¼ water
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Appendix A: Numerical Scheme

A fully implicit discretization of Eqs. 2 and 3 on a cell i (i¼ 1,
…, N) with a control-volume method is given by

ð/mSm
b qm

b Þ
ðnþ1Þ
i þ m

ðnþ1Þ
ðg;iÞ � ð/

mSm
b qm

b Þ
n
i � mn

ðg;iÞ

h i Vi

Dtnþ1

�
X
i2Ni

ðFm
b;i;jÞ

nþ1 þ ðQmf
b;iÞ

nþ1 � ðQmf
ðb;iÞÞ

ðnþ1Þ � ðqm
ðb;iÞÞ

ðnþ1Þ

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ðA-1Þ

¼ ð/ f S f
bq

f
bÞ

nþ1
i � ð/ f S f

bq
f
bÞ

n
i

h i Vi

Dtnþ1

�
X
j2Ni

ðF f
b;ijÞ

nþ1 � ðQmf
b;iÞ

nþ1 � ðq f
b;iÞ

nþ1 ¼ 0; � � � � � ðA-2Þ

where b¼w or g; the superscript n denotes the previous time step

and nþ1 the current timestep to be solved; Dtnþ1 ¼ tnþ1 � tn; Vi

is the volume of the cell i; Ni contains the set of direct neighbor-

ing cells j of cell i; qb;i is the sink/source term in cell i; Qmf
i is the

flow exchange between matrix and fracture media in cell i; and
Fb;i; j is the flow term between cells i and j, calculated with a two
points flux-approximation scheme,

ðFa
b;ijÞ

nþ1 ¼ ðka
b;ijÞ

nþ1Tij½Ua;nþ1
b;j � Ua;nþ1

b;i �; ðA-3Þ

where a¼m or f, Tij is the transmissibility between cells i and j;

ka
b ¼

qbðPa
bÞkra

bðSa
bÞ

lbðPa
bÞ

is the mobility term of phase b, calculated

with an upstream scheme; k is the absolute permeability; and U is
the potential, given by

Ua;nþ1
b;i ¼ Pa;nþ1

b;i þ qbðPa;nþ1
b;i Þgzi; ðA-4Þ

with g the gravitational acceleration and z the vertical coordinate.
For a DP and single-permeability approach, Fm

b;ij ¼ 0.

The flow-exchange term Qmf
i is calculated with

ðQmf
b;iÞ

nþ1 ¼ rðkmf
b;iÞ

nþ1ðUm;nþ1
b;i � U f ;nþ1

b;i Þ ; ðA-5Þ

with r being the shape factor.
The system of Eqs. 2 and 3 contains four equations (with

b¼w and g), and eight unknowns, Pm
g , Pm

w, P f
g , P f

w, Sm
g , Sm

w, S f
g ,

and S f
w. To complete this system, we use capillary pressures,

Pm
c ðSm

g Þ ¼ Pm
g � Pm

w ðA-6Þ

P f
c ðS f

g Þ ¼ P f
g � P f

w ðA-7Þ

and saturation relations,

Sm
w þ Sm

g ¼ 1 ðA-8Þ

S f
w þ S f

g ¼ 1: ðA-9Þ
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In practice, we consider that the gas pressures Pm
g , Pf

g and the
water saturations Sm

w , Pf
w are main variables, and the water pres-

sures and the gas saturations are secondary variables computed
with Eqs. A-6 through A-9.

In a fully implicit scheme, all parameters in the system of Eqs.
A-1 and A-2 are functions of pressures and saturations at time

nþ1 with ua ¼ uaðPa;nþ1
g Þ, qa

b ¼ qbðP
a;nþ1
b Þ, mg ¼ mgðPm;nþ1

g Þ,
kra

b ¼ kra
bðSa;nþ1

w Þ, lb ¼ lbðPa;nþ1
b Þ, ….

Using the relations of Eqs. A-6 through A-9, the left-hand side
of system of Eqs. A-1 and A-2 can be written in a general form as

a function of Pm;nþ1
g , P f ;nþ1

g , Sm;nþ1
w and S f ;nþ1

w ,

Ra;nþ1
b;i ¼ Ra;nþ1

b;i ð~XÞ ðA-10Þ

for b¼w and g; a¼m and f; i¼ 1, …, N with N the number of

grid cells, where ~X ¼ ðPm;nþ1
g;1 ;P f ;nþ1

g;1 ; Sm;nþ1
w;1 S f ;nþ1

w;1 ; … ;Pm;nþ1
g;N ;

P f ;nþ1
g;N ; Sm;nþ1

w;N ; S f ;nþ1
w;N Þ.

We want to find ~X so that

Ra;nþ1
b;i ð~XÞ ¼ 0 ðA-11Þ

This is a nonlinear system. Note that we have 4�N equations
and 4�N unknowns. To solve this system, we use the Newton-
Raphson method. The Newton iteration scheme gives rise to

X
m

@ R a;nþ1
b;i ð~XpÞ
@ xm

ðxm; pþ1 � xm; pÞ ¼ �Ra; nþ1
b;i ð~XpÞ;

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ðA-12Þ

where xm is the mth component of the vector ~X (m¼ 1, …, 4N)
and p is the Newton iteration level. This is a linearized equation

with ~X0 ¼ ðPm;n
g;1 ;P

f ;n
g;1 ; S

m;n
w;1 ; S

f ;n
w;1; … ;Pm;n

g;N ;P
f ;n
g;N ; S

m;n
w;N ; S

f ;n
w;NÞ (when

p¼ 0, we use the values at the previous timestep). In this system,
~Xp is known, and ~Xpþ1 is the unknown to be solved. The key issue
of the Newton-Raphson method is the computation of the deriva-

tive
@ R a;nþ1

b;i ð~XpÞ
@xm

to construct the Jacobian matrix. At each New-

ton iteration, Eq. A-12 represents a system of 4�N linearized
equations with a sparse matrix, which is solved by a linear solver.
Letting M be the Jacobian matrix, Eq. A-12 becomes

Mð~Xpþ1 � ~XpÞ ¼ �R a;nþ1
b;i ð~XpÞ; ðA-13Þ

so

~Xpþ1 ¼ ~Xp �M�1R a;nþ1
b;i ð~XpÞ: ðA-14Þ

The Newton iteration process continues until the residuals Ra;nþ1
b;i

or changes in the primary variables ~Xpþ1 � ~Xp over iteration are
reduced below preset convergence tolerances.
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